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The RSPB’s Van
essa Amaral-R
ogers offers poin
on what to look
ters
out for over the
summer

Look out for granny’s

toenails

The small and sprawlin
g birds-foot trefoil
goes by
many quirky local
names including 'eggs
and bacon',
‘granny’s toenails’
and ‘chicken and eggs’.
All
to the yellow and
orange hue of its petals relate
and when
in full flower, it brings
little beautiful spots
of colour
amidst grassy places.
This member of the
pea family
is one of the best
plants for bugs – the
flowers
visited by bumbleb
ees who love the slipper-s are
haped
flowers as well as
being the main food
plant for
many caterpillars,
including common
blue, dingy
skipper
skipper and
and six
six sp
sspot
pot burnet moth.

Love in the air for

roe deer

You may be familiar
with the elegant roe
deer as
the original Bambi,
before Walt Disney
turned him
into a white-tailed
deer for his America
n audience.
Despite being one
of only two native
deer – the
other being the impress
ively large red deer
had become extinct
– roe
in the 18th century.
Now half a
million roam the UK.
Summer marks the
start of
their breeding or
‘rutting’ season, when
Bold and adaptable
the males
gulls, drawn to towns
become highly territori
and cities by
al and chase after
plentiful food and cliff-like
softlycooing females in
nesting places on building
heat. Although mating
ledges and roofs, will
takes
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place now, the fertilise
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Herring and lesser black
being born during
the harsh winter.
backed gulls
are devoted parents
and will attempt to
drive away
who strays too close.
This can prove an inconven anyone
ience, and
can be quite intimidat
ing considering their
Warm summer evening
large size.
However it’s worth
s are the perfect
remembering the birds
time to
acquaint yourself
will soon
to their chicks, which
with your nocturn
they need to feed regularly return
al neighbours.
Bats, badgers, moths
, and by
moving on quickly or
and owls will all be
raising an umbrella
on the
you can soon
move after dusk.
deflect an anggryy bird!
We have 17 species
of bat
regularly breeding
in the UK. The noctule
bat is one
of our largest and
will be searching
for big juicy
insects such as beetles.
An evening’s bat watchin
can be enhanced
g
with a bat detecto
r, a machine
which translates the
high-pitched calls
of bats into
a frequency we can
hear. In the case of
the
noctule
this turns out to be
a distinctive ‘chip-ch
op’ sound.

Blooms for but
terflies

Plant a buddle
ia in your garden
, or native
wildflowers and
you
butterflies aplent could be rewarded with
y. However, if
you’re looking
some truly specta
for
cular butterfly
sites, RSPB
reserves are
creating swath
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habitat to entice
some of the rarer
Places like RSPB
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The gardener’s frien
d

This lovely little reptile
might look like a snake
it’s actually a legless
but
lizard. You can tell
by its size
– slow worms are much
smaller than snakes
– and
its ability to blink,
as snakes don’t have
eyelids.
Found across Britain,
particularly in the
South West
and Wales, slow worms
could be making their
home in your compost
heap. Like most reptiles,
slow worms hibernat
e from around October
to
March but can be spotted
once the warm weather
hits. They are a brilliant
gardener’s friend,
gobbling
slugs and snails before
retreating to a warm,
sheltered place to
rest.

n To find out more
about wildlife and
how
you can help give
nature a home go
to:
(www.rspb.org.uk)
or tel: 01767 693690
.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
(WWW.RSPB-IMAGES.
COM)
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F

or over 40 years, Choice
Magazine has been providing
a wealth of independent
information, practical advice
and exciting ideas for people over 50.
It’s a modern, glossy magazine but, just
like our readers, as well as an up-to-theminute outlook, we have retained our
values and common sense!

buy our Retirement Planning
Files for their retiring staff.
Choice also aims to help
readers defend other assets
like their health, family,
relationships, time and talents.
We then provide practical
and inspiring ideas to
use and enjoy those assets.

Established, independent
and trusted....

Our motto is Get the most
out of life and that’s just
what readers and advertisers
get from Choice.

Every issue is 132-pages, each a glossy
magazine packed with practical, essential
information and inspiring photography.
The heart of each issue is the 16-page Your
Money and Your Rights section that helps
readers make the most of their money,
property and assets. Readers can even send
written questions to our panel of independent
experts and have access to a 24-hour, free
legal helpline service. Other regular features
include: health, travel, motoring, fitness, DIY,
hobbies, food and drink.

Independence isn’t the only factor that sets us apart from
other magazines in the market.

We are independent and not beholden to
any parent company or vested interest, so
our advice and stance can be trusted by
readers – many of Britain’s top companies

Home and garden

Burgers for the

Do you remember?

BATMA
MAN
A
F
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and The Penguin who, over the years,
have become almost as iconic as
Batman himself.
But when a ‘moral panic’ erupted over
comic books in the mid Fifties, with
academics warning of their corrupting
infl
fluence,
l
Batman’s publishers took
fright. They ditched the whole ‘creature of
the night’ image and instead opted for
light and frothy science-fiction-infl
fluenced
l
stories. Instead of fighting sinister villains
in his home patch, Gotham City
ty,
y Batman
would invariably find himself on alien

DJ BBQ (aka Christian Stevenson) claims that The Burger Book (Quadrille, £12.99) is
“the only burger book you’ll ever want”, and, packed as it is with recipes covering
options for fish, chicken, vegetables, pork and lamb, as well as sauces, buns and
sides, he may have a point. Here are a couple of recipes to try.

MAKES
FOUR
BURGERS

worlds battling strange, and often rather
comic, creatures. And just in case there
were any whispers about his relationship
with Robin, there was always Batwoman
and the first of two Batgirls to ensure
nothing untoward went on in the
Batcave between Bruce Wayne and his
young ward.
Sales plummeted and by the early
Sixties DC Comics, Batman’s publishers,
came dangerously close to cancelling the
character altogether. Instead they handed
Batman over to editor Julius Schwarz,
who had already successfully revived
su
uper heroes such as Flash, Green
Lantern and Hawkman. Working with
arrtist Carmine Infantino Schwarz created
a new look for Batman, including the now
in
nstantly recognisable bat symbol against a
yeellow background. The science-fiction
stoories were ditched, as were characters
su
uch as Batw
twoman,
w
Ace the Bat Hound
an
nd the alien imp, Bat Mite, in a bid to
CHOICE JULY 2019

1 Evenly mix the chopped chorizo into the lamb
mince. Divide the mix into four balls and flatten
them into patties a little bit larger than the buns,
as you will get shrinkage as the fats render. You
don’t need to season these burgers, because of
the salty chorizo in the mix
2 When your patties are ready, set them aside
while your grill is getting fired up! If you’re
cooking indoors, set a griddle pan over a medium
to high heat on the hob
3 Now let’s make the salsa. Combine all the
salsa ingredients in a bowl. Season to taste.
Remember, the chorizo is quite salty so take it
easy. When the grill is rocking or the griddle hot,
get the patties over direct heat or into the pan. If
you’re cooking outdoors, you will get some
flare-ups because of the fat content in the
chorizo and the lamb mince
4 Grill or griddle until you have a lovely crust on
the outside and the patties are cooked nicely
throughout (about five minutes per side). Toast
your buns and assemble. Sometimes, I start by
slathering Smoked Garlic Mayo on the bottom
bun, but this is optional. Then add the burger, top
with your freshly made apricot salsa and enjoy.
Smoked Garlic Mayo
n 1 whole garlic bulb
n 100g (3 1⁄2oz) mayonnaise
n Juice of 1 lemon
Put your garlic on to smoke – the best way is
popping the bulb into a proper smoker and
leaving it for about two hours. If you can’t
smoke your garlic outdoors, just wrap it in a
little foil and leave it in the oven for about an
hour (at around 180°C/350°F/gas mark 4). When
the garlic is cooked, peel and crush it. Add it
to the mayonnaise, along with the lemon juice,
and whisk it together.
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Motorhome

SALSA
n 3 ripe, fresh apricots, chopped
n 1 medium red onion, finely chopped
n 1 tbsp chopped or torn mint leaves
n Juice of 1⁄2 lemon
n Pinch of sugar
n Pinch of chilli flakes (crushed chili pepper)
n Sea salt and black pepper

Burgers don’t have to be beef, as these
recipes from DJ BBQ amply demonstrate

From shadowy
wyy avenger to camp crusader this iconic comic book
character has seen many changes. By Simon Evans

OR 80 years, ever since he first
appeared in the pages of Detective
Comics, Batman has been an
ever-present in popular culture, evolving
with the times from avenging creature of
the night to camp icon and back again.
He was created by comic book writer
Bill Kane and artist Bill Finger in 1939,
in response to the success of the
Superman comic strip, which had
appeared the previous year. However, in
contrast to the Man of Steel’s bright
primary colours Batman’s creators drew
on German Expressionist films as well as
characters such as Zorro and The
Shadow for their character’s altogether
darker look and mood.
The Batman, as he was originally
known, was millionaire playboy Bruce
Wayne, who had been orphaned as a
child when his parents were gunned
down while they were being mugged by a
small-time crook. Over the years this
origin story has been amended and
altered, as has the tone of the character.
In the early years Batman was a deeply
troubled loner who dressed up as a
creature of the night to take revenge on
criminals everywhere for his parents’
murder. Batman acquired a partner,
Robin, in a bid to make him more
child-friendly, as well as a colourful
rogues gallery of villains, including
The Joker, Catwoman, The Riddler

n 200g (7oz) cooking chorizo, skinned and chopped
n 500g (1lb 2oz) lamb shoulder, minced (ground)
n 4 brioche burger buns
n 4 tbsp Smoked Garlic Mayo (see recipe), optional

Barbie
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Golden in the evening sun, Chatsworth House seen on
the ten-minute walk from the Chatsworth Park site

Motorhome special

Lamb Chorizo Burger
With Apricot Salsa

from home

On his first motorhome holiday, Clive Nicholls relishes being able to
combine luxury living with the go-anywhere freedom of the open road
PHOTOGRAPHY: CLIVE NICHOLLS
MAKES
FOUR
BURGERS

Crunchy Pork Burger
With Apple Slaw
n 400g (14oz) pork mince (ground pork), a fatty
shoulder cut works well, or leg meat
n 1 tbsp very finely chopped rosemary leaves
n 1 tbsp chopped sage leaves
n 1 tsp finely chopped thyme leaves
n Pinch of grated nutmeg
n 4 seeded burger buns
n 1 x packet pork scratchings
n Sea salt and black pepper
APPLE SLAW
n 1 apple, cored and cut into matchsticks
n 1⁄4 small white cabbage, thinly sliced
n 1 small red onion, thinly sliced
n 4 radishes, thinly sliced
n 1 tbsp mayonnaise
n 1 tsp English mustard
n 1 tsp cider vinegar
1 First, make your slaw by mixing all the
ingredients together in a bowl. Set aside
2 Place the pork mince, herbs and nutmeg in a

large bowl or on a chopping board and mix well.
Next, divide the herby porky mince into four balls
and flatten into patties
3 Get your barbecue grill nice and hot, or set your
griddle pan over a medium heat on the hob. Season
your patties with salt and pepper, then get cooking
4 If you’re cooking outdoors, the meat might stick
to the grill – remember, the grill will release the
meat when it’s ready. Cook for one to two minutes,
then flip, and repeat the process until they are
almost done. Keep grilling and flipping until you
create a nice golden crust – about ten to 12
minutes. Once cooked through, remove your
burgers and keep warm
5 Now toast your buns and get ready for the build!
Lay out the bottom bun and place the hot slab of
pork on it, then top with the slaw. Finish with some
crushed-up pork scratchings and finally the top bun.

n The Burger Book by
DJ BBQ is published by
Quadrille at £12.99,
ISBN 978-1-78713-3648. Photography ©
David Loftus.

t

Looking back

t

n 95% of our sales are subscriptions mailed every month to
individual addresses.
n Our readers are committed to Choice - every copy is paid for and not
at token prices, most pay around £25 a year.
n Our readers are both men and women, just over 60% are female.
n An impressive list of blue chip companies and public sector organisations
buy Choice subscriptions for employees as part of their retirement
planning. Nearly 50% of those go on after their initial company
subscription to buy the magazine in their own right.
n The company subs are a perfectly targeted source of refreshing our
database. New readers are constantly added throughout the year through
this and other targeted direct marketing.
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YOUR
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED
The Choice panel of experts answers your queries
on tax, pensions, benefits, investment and the law
Canwecurbourneighbour’s trees?

Active, Affluent and Dynamic Readers
Choice readers are firmly in the group
of the 50 plus population that have high
disposable income.
Choice therefore delivers an extremely
well targeted and highly valuable
audience who are committed to getting
the most out of life. More than 80% fall
within the ABC1 groups.
But much more than that.

answering your
letters on investing,
tax, pensions,
benefits, insurance
and the law

66

JONATHAN
WHITTAKER
has more than 30 years of
experience as a legal
professional and is a
part-time Judge and
Senior Partner at SAS
Daniels LLP, a leading law
firm in the North West

evidence the local authority
will not accept your complaint.
If your attempts fail with
your neighbour, you must
complain to the local authority
on the prescribed form and pay
a fee which is not refundable
even if the council upholds
your complaint. If the council
does make such an order
against your neighbour and
they do not comply, a
magistrates’ court may impose
a fine of up to £1000. If the
neighbour still does not
comply, some local authorities
will undertake the work
themselves, but this is not
mandatory. Also, you have no
power to do the work yourself.
Any branches on your side of
the fence may be cut as these
are technically trespassing on
your land. In terms of the roots
and damage to the dwarf wall,

Canmynephew
benefitfromdouble
IHTallowance?

Q

I am a widow and my husband
died in 1999. We did not have any
children and it is my intention to leave
my flat to my nephew. Will he be able to
benefit from the double Inheritance Tax
allowance for married couples?
Name and address supplied

Kevin Minter, investment
director of IFAs Advison, replies:
Provided your husband left all
his estate to you when he died,
you will have both nil-rate bands
(NRB) of £325,000 available to you.
If he used up some of his allowance
at the time of his death by leaving
assets to people other than yourself, a
pro-rata amount of the NRB will be
available. The ability for the surviving
spouse to use both allowances came

JENNIFER STORROW
Jennifer Storrow is
Investment Director of Gee7
Wealth Management, a firm
of financial planners. She
specialises in investments
and pensions and answers
personal finance questions
on radio and in newspapers

picickc off
The

pickling

Lighter, short-term pickling is the culinary flavour of the month.
Graham Sherwood has some quick pickling tips

O

CTOBER IS the month for
pickling, when we begin to
preserv
rve
v surplus allotment bounty
tyy
or buy shallots and bottttle
t them in spiced
vinegar for use on Boxing Day with the
Christmas leftftovers
t
and other cold cuts.
Although unsubstantiated, it is
suggested that the art of pickling first
began in India around 4000 years ago
using cucumbers. Primarily, this most
basic form of food preservation ensured
that surpluses could be kept in an edible
state well into the winter months when
fresh cultivation became impossible. In

meat-eating countries, pork and beef
became the first meats to be salted for
deferred consumption, especially when long
journeys were necessary
ryy via land or sea, and
food supplies en route could not be assured.
The etymology of the word pickle
derives from the Dutch ‘pekel’, meaning
brine, albeit in the global lexicon it can
refer to different things. For example, in
North America a pickle will almost
certainly mean a pickled cucumber or
gherkin. In Australia, it conjures up a
pickled onion or perhaps caulifl
flower.
l
In
the UK, pickle – as in a cheese and pickle

Quality
When pickling try to use only unwaxed produce,
making sure it is scrupulously clean and in good
condition before preparation. Check for, and
discard, any overly soft items and cut off
blemished skin. For the very best results,
the fresher and younger the vegetable, the
tastier the pickle will be.
Similarly, do not be tempted to economise on the
quality of the pickling ingredients. Use only pickling
salts and wine vinegars where stated in the recipe.
You will only get out what you put in, as they say.

A

“Turnips and
radishes are making
an incredible
climb in the food
popularity stakes as
a result of pickling”

LAW

Jonathan Whittaker of SAS
Daniels replies:
The law in this area is
governed by Part 8 of the
Anti-social Behaviour Act
2003. This gives your local
authority/council the power to
order your neighbour to reduce
the height of the hedge to no
more than two metres
measured from ground level.
You must first of all keep
evidence of your attempts to try
to resolve the matter with your
neighbour. Without this

A

INVESTMENTS

MEET THE
CHOICE PANEL
OF EXPERTS

damage will be caused to the fence
and the trees will be allowed to
grow uncontrolled, with the roots
potentially disturbing the
foundations of the dwarf wall.
Could you please explain the
legal situation and advise on
the best course of action?
Name and address supplied

LAW

Choice

My wife and I (both aged 88
and disabled) have lived in
our detached bungalow since 1975.
Our neighbour’s detached
bungalow borders our garden and
at the rear the two properties are
separated by a low brick wall, on
top of which is a fence. The whole
structure is around six feet high.
The present occupiers have been
there about eight years, and soon
after they moved in they planted a
number of small leylandii trees and
an ornamental tree with copper
leaves. In addition, there was a
laurel tree which has been allowed
to spread. The overall effect is now
a solid row of foliage around 40ft
long and 12ft high, with many
branches overhanging our garden.
A friendly word with our
neighbours has failed to persuade
them to cut down the offending
branches and reduce the height of
the plants. Our concern is that

PENSIONS/ INVESTMENTS

Q

Home and garden
this again may be a trespass and you
could claim damages from your
neighbour by going to court.
However, these actions are
expensive as you will need expert
evidence from a surveyor to prove
that any damage to the wall has been
caused by your neighbour’s roots and
no other reason. The costs of making
the claim may be greater than the
costs of repairing the wall and this is
usually a disincentive to court action.
This is why formal mediation
between you and the neighbour is
often the best option. The Party Wall
Act 1996 would not appear to be
relevant as the shared boundary is a
wooden fence, not a brick structure.

MIKE HORSEMAN
ismanagingdirectorand
foundingdirectorofIFAs
CockburnLucas.Heholds
advancedqualificationsin
investment,taxationand
trustsandspecialisesin
retirementplanning,
Investments,andlong-termcare.

CHARMAINE HAST
isheadoftheFamilyteamat
LondonlawfirmWedlakeBell.
Shehasparticularexpertisein
advisingonhighprofile
divorces,canadviseoncrossbordermoneymattersandhas
aparticularinterestintrusts
andpensions
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REACHING YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE
READER FACTS

84% are ABC1
60% are female
80% are married or living together
48% are aged between 60 and 70
29% are under 60, 23% over 70
30% have a pension or income of more than £30k
93% own their home
83% have children
74% of their children are not dependent
83% of those with children have grandchildren
46% have living parents

n They spend a lot of time making
the most of their assets (40.8% say the
Money and Rights section is the top
reason for buying Choice). This means
they are high users of financial services,
they look after their property well (93%
are homeowners) and are willing to shop
around for a good deal.
n They keep their middle-age going
strong by staying active, keeping up
with modern lifestyles and travelling the
world. A Choice reader on average takes
five holidays a year (two main and three
short breaks). They love taking cruises
and visiting newer exotic destinations like
China and South America as well as the
old favourites at home and in Europe.
n To enable them to keep up the
pace they watch what they eat, take
supplements and try to keep fit. They
use anti-ageing cosmetics and like to
dress fashionably.
n But there’s a more serious side to
their leisure time. More than 35% do
voluntary work. 70% express an interest
in supporting charities.
n Although 74% have no dependent
children, just under half have living
parents, hence their interest in property
and products aimed at an older group.

The 50+ market continues to be the most affluent and
growing sector in the UK
n 17m+ are over 50 today, rising to 20m+ by 2020
n They have a combined annual spending power of £260 billion in the UK
n They enjoy financial freedom with small or zero mortgages and own
80% of all private wealth
n Many will continue to benefit from the fast disappearing final salary
pension schemes
n They are the fastest growing segment of internet users
n They are highly responsive to advertising and prepared to buy, test and
switch to new products
Sources TGI and Government Actuary
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